
It is strongly recommended that this product be installed by a professional.

Installation of this product requires cutting of your factory installed grille. Your factory 
grille will be unusable after it has been cut.

This product may have more surface area than your factory grille. It may reduce air�ow. 
Reduction in air�ow can potentially lead to overheating or other mechanical issues. 

This product has been pre-bent to �t the contour of your vehicle grille shell. However, it 
may have partially �attened during shipping. It may be necessary for you to re-bend in 
order to get a good �t.

important

kit includes

Passenger Side Mount Bracket

Driver Side Mount Bracket

5/16 Stainless Steel Cap Screws

5/16 Stainless Steel Flat Washers

5/16 Nylon Insert Lock Nuts

Plastic Spacers

M6 Stainless Steel Cap Screws

M6 Stainless Steel Flanged Nylon Insert Lock Nuts
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2011-2013 GMC 1500 & 2500/3500

grille installation instructions

10" E-Series

D-Series  - Pair

™

®



Always disconnect battery before servicing any fuses or electrical system.

Remove grille shell from vehicle.  

step 1

step 2

Before you can mount your new Rigid Industries grille, you need to remove the 
factory grille from the grille shell.  Use the following procedure for removal.

Place grille shell face down on a table or �at surface.

Begin by cutting the plastic prongs along the top and bottom of the grille.

Next, cut the plastic along the sides of the grille.

Last, use a Dremel tool or �le to take down any sharp edges on the remaining grille 
shell.

2a.

2b.

2c.

2d. 

Remove



Grille shell after cuts have been made.

Make cuts here.

Leave these portions



step 3

Your grille has been bent to match the contour of the 2011-2013 GMC grille shell.  It 
was tested in a sample grille shell and adjusted by hand to mount as cleanly as 
possible.  However, the metal is easily bendable when not attached to a frame – so it 
may have slightly �attened or deformed during storage/shipment.  We recommend 
that you adjust the bends in your grille to ensure a clean �t. 

Place grille shell face up on table.  Set your new grille in place. It will extend over the 
grille shell.

Examine the mounting tab locations.  Note where the face of the grille will sit in each 
location.  Hold the grille in place as you intend to mount it and look for any gaps.

Make smooth, large radius bends by gently pressing the grille over your knee or any 
soft surface.  Make sharp, small radius bends using pliers over a thick towel.  Rework 
the grill as needed to get the �t you want.  

3a.

3b.

3c.

Use the following steps to attach your grille to the shell and then attach the lights 
to the new grille.

Place grille shell face down on table.  Set your new grille in place.  Make sure it is 
centered on the grille shell and situated how you want it.

Examine the mounting tab locations.  Note where the bolt will go in each location.  
Trim plastic from the area outside the mount location as needed.

Bend the mounting tabs inward or outward as needed to get them all �ush with 
the grille shell surface.  If this is not done, your grille may be pulled out of the 
desired positioning when you start to tighten the screws.

Drill holes through grille shell at each mount location (unless using self-tapping 
screws).

Insert and tighten all grille mount hardware.

Mount E-Series light using hardware provided with the light.  Mount the two Dually 
lights using the M8 bolts, �anged nuts and plastic spacers provided with this kit.

step 4

4a.

4b.

4c.

4d.

4e.

4f.



Attach grille to shell
using 5/16 bolts & nuts.

Use Plastic Spacers for
mounting D-Series light.



Re-attach the grille shell with new grille to your vehicle.  Note: The E-series light in 
the center of the grille will be very close or possibly even touch the two struts on 
your vehicle behind the grille.  Contact will not cause any damage to the vehicle.  
The coating on that portion of the light may wear over time.

Use the two provided L-brackets to secure the top-center of the grille to the 
vehicle.  The L-brackets are slotted so you can choose how far out you want to 
position the center of the grille.

Wire your light(s) using the wire harness and switch provided.  Take care to avoid 
any sharp or abrasive surfaces when routing the wire.

Once your lights are hooked up, position your vehicle on a �at surface, facing a 
wall.  Adjust aim on your lights so that the beam is pointing in the vertical 
direction you want.

step 5

5a.

5b.

5c.

5d.



 

Your installation is now complete. 

Welcome to the Rigid Nation!
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779 N Colorado St, Gilbert, AZ  85233 • 1-855-760-5337 • www.rigidindustries.com

Follow us on facebook at 

facebook.com/RigidIndustries 
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Visit   us   at   Rigidindustries.com 
to   check   out   more   great   LED 

 lighting   options   for   your   GMC!
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